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 1.0 of data rate. It can ensure your laptop fast connection. It supports 802.11b/g/n/ac dual band and supports N standard
(2.4Ghz/5Ghz) - if you are a business user or needs 802.11n standard, this is the right choice for you. [DS-WPC200 1XN4M]-A

wireless USB adapter for PC. It can ensure your laptop fast connection. It supports 802.11b/g/n/ac dual band and supports N
standard (2.4Ghz/5Ghz) - if you are a business user or needs 802.11n standard, this is the right choice for you. [DS-WPC200
1XN4M]-A wireless USB adapter for PC. It can ensure your laptop fast connection. It supports 802.11b/g/n/ac dual band and

supports N standard (2.4Ghz/5Ghz) - if you are a business user or needs 802.11n standard, this is the right choice for you. [DS-
WPC200 1XN4M]-A wireless USB adapter for PC. It can ensure your laptop fast connection. It supports 802.11b/g/n/ac dual
band and supports N standard (2.4Ghz/5Ghz) - if you are a business user or needs 802.11n standard, this is the right choice for

you. [DS-WPC200 1XN4M]-A wireless USB adapter for PC. It can ensure your laptop fast connection. It supports
802.11b/g/n/ac dual band and supports N standard (2.4Ghz/5Ghz) - if you are a business user or needs 802.11n standard, this is
the right choice for you. [DS-WPC200 1XN4M]-A wireless USB adapter for PC. It can ensure your laptop fast connection. It

supports 802.11b/g/n/ac dual band and supports N standard (2.4Ghz/5Ghz) - if you are a business user or needs 802.11n
standard, this is the right choice for you. [DS-WPC200 1XN4M]-A wireless USB adapter for PC. It can ensure your laptop fast

connection. It supports 802.11b/g/n/ 520fdb1ae7
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